The expansion of operators as ordered power series in the annihilation and creation operators a and aĩ s examined. It is found that normally ordered power series exist and converge quite generally, but that for the case of antinormal ordering the required c-number coefficients are infinite for important classes of operators. A parametric ordering convention is introduced according to which normal, symmetric, and antinormal ordering correspond to the values s=+1, 0, -I, respectively, of an order parameter s. In terms of this convention it is shown that for bounded operators the coefficients are finite when s&0, and the series are convergent when s&~. For each value of the order parameter s, a correspondence between operators and c-number functions is defined. Each correspondence is one-to-one and has the property that the function f(n) associated with a given operator Ii is the one which results when the operators a and at occurring in the ordered power series for Ii are replaced by their complex eigenvalues n and 0. *. The correspondence which is realized for symmetric ordering is the Weyl correspondence. The operators associated by each correspondence with the set of 8 functions on the complex plane are discussed in detail. They are shown to furnish, for each ordering, an operator basis for an integral representation for arbitrary operators. The weight functions in these representations are simply the functions that correspond to the operators being expanded. The representation distinguished by antinormal ordering expresses operators as integrals of projection operators upon the coherent states, which is the form taken by the I' representation for the particular case of the density operator. The properties of the full set of representations are discussed and are shown to vary markedly with the order parameter s.
I. INTRODUCTION MBIGUITIES in the ordering of operator products were among the earliest questions to occur in the development of quantum mechanics. In more recent years we have come to understand a close relationship between particular types of measurements and the operator orderings best suited to describing them. In many quantum-mechanical problems, such as those of quantum optics, we are now concerned with the ordering of general operator functions rather than simple operator products.
In the present paper we shall discuss the representation of arbitrary operators that refer to a system which we choose, for simplicity, to have only a single degree of freedom. We shall describe this system in terms of a pair of complex operators, a and at, which we refer to as the annihilation and creation operators. These operators, which obey the commutation relation [a, at]= 1, play a fundamental role in descriptions of systems of harmonic oscillators and quantized fields. Operators with the same algebraic properties may be de6ned for a broad class of different dynamical systems by forming complex linear combinations of pairs of observables q and p that are canonically conjugate, [q, p] examine several aspects of this structure in the present paper with particular emphasis upon the types of ordering that are most useful in the description of physical experiments. In the paper which follows, we shall apply this analysis to the closely related problem of expressing quantum-mechanical ensemble averages in forms that oGer, as much as possible, the simplicity of classical ensemble averages. The present discussion of operator ordering will provide the basis for our discussion there of the I' representation, the Wigner distribution, and other ways of representing density operators.
It is conventional to distinguish the products (at) "gã nd a (at)" by calling the first normally ordered and the second antinormally ordered, In general an operator is said to be normally (antinormally) ordered if the operator a stands always to the right (left) of the operator ct. It is clear that any polynomial in the operators a and a~m ay be cast into normally or antinormally ordered form by using the commutation relation a finite number of times.
A problem we discuss in detail is that of expanding an arbitrary operator as an ordered power series in the operators u and ut. %e show that virtually every operator of interest possesses a convergent power-series expansion in. the normally ordered products (at)"a".
Power-series expansions in the antinormally ordered products a (at)" are, however, of considerably less generality. We show that for many well-behaved operators, ones that are bounded and of 6nite trace, the required c-number coefficients are infinite.
These two varieties of ordering have been discussed recently in a number of references and some discussion i857 has also been given of other varieties of ordering. ' '
The emphasis of the work published to date has been principally upon the development of formal expressions for ordered operators rather than upon their exphcit meaning. Since those meanings are not in all cases selfevident and we want in any case to understand their limitations, we have found it necessary to exercise some mathematical care in the development of our arguments.
In order to examine more closely the role of operator ordering in power-series expansions and to be able to interpolate between normal and. antinormal ordering, we have been led to introduce a parametrized ordering convention. This convention associates with every complex number s a unique way of ordering all products of the operators c and u~. Normal ordering, antinormal ordering, and a type of ordering that is symmetric in the operators c and ct correspond to the values s=+1, -1, and 0, respectively, of the order parameter s. We are not attempting by introducing this continuum of orderings to deal with all possible forms of ordering nor do we know of any physical applications for arbitrarily ordered operator functions. We shall continue to center our attention on the three principal forms of ordering.
By embedding them in a continuum of orderings, we provide for them a natural context for viewing their di6'erences and interrelationships.
Our parametrized ordering convention enables us to consider the existence of ordered power-series expansions for intermediate orderings. We show that for bounded operators the required c-number series coe%-cients are 6nite whenever the ordering is closer to normal ordering then to antinormal ordering, i.e. , for Res&0 . We show as well that for such operators the power series converge, in a sense which we make prerise in Sec. IV, when the ordering is closer to normal than to symmetric ordering, or, more precisely, for Res) -', +-, ' (Ims) '. These ordered power-series expansions and the associated formulas for the c-number cocKcients a6ord for every value of the order parameter s a relatively direct type of correspondence between operators and c-number functions. The rule characterizing each correspondence is to replace the s-ordered products ((at)"a~), in the power-series expansion of a given operator by the monomials (e*)"n . The properties of these correspondences, which are one to one, depend markedly upon the order parameter s. 
The Gaussian integral which occurs here occurs in a number of other places in the course of this paper; it is evaluated explicitly in Appendix A, Eq. (A2). By applying that result we find
If we simplify this expression by using formula (2.24) for the scalar product of two coherent states, we find 1(~,P,v, b)=6 l~)(PI» which is the expansion (3.12). This argument concludes our derivation of the completeness property of the displacement operators.
Let us now observe that by multiplying both sides of expansion (3.22) by an arbitrary bounded operator G and forming the trace, we obtain the identity
When the operators F and 6 are both bounded, the lef thand side of this equation is finite because of the Schwarz inequality and so obtain the integral identity
which holds for all complex numbers n, P, y, and b. 
When the expansion (4.14) is inserted into the general 4.10 representation (4.2), we find F= P {(at)"a~}(tt!m!) -' Trl FD(g) j (4.11 Let us now examine the expansion D(n) = exp(net n*u)- (4.18) which implies that the coeKcients b", are given by the (tt|) '(not -n o)" a~0 (4.12) in which the operators a and a~a re on an equal footing with respect to order. There are (e+m)!/to!m! different~B . R. Mollow, Phys. Rev. 162, 1256 (1967 Cohen I'North-Holland Publishing Co. , Amsterdam, j, 968) . In terms of this criterion the question of the convergence of the normally ordered power series (4.1) is a simple one. Our task is to show that the sequence (4.21) converges to the matrix element (Pl F In&. The series in question is F= P q"p (I!m!) ' TrIFD(q', p') j( ip')~-n, m=O X(iq') "e *"&'(2s)-'dq'dp', (4.26) X (iq') "e""'( m2) 'dq'dp', (4.2p) and the q-p-symmetric expansion TrttFT(n, -s)]T(n,s)tr 'd'n (6.11) 
(6.14) 6.15) in which the relationship between the function being expanded and its weight function is one of identity. The considerably more interesting structure of the representation (6.14) arises, of course, from the noncommutativity of the operators c and at.
On the basis of the analogy between Eqs. (6.14) and (6.15), we may reasonably expect to find a close relationship between the weight function f(u, -s) and the operator F in Eq. (6.14). We shall describe this relationship and other properties of these representations in Sec.
VII. The remainder of the present section is devoted to the properties of the operators T(u, s). which, when substituted into the definition (6.6), yields :exp l(nt n*) (a n)--s -1i Xexp( P *&+Pg* -P*f.)- 1 -si Tr[T(n, s)T(P, -s)]=7rb~" (n -P), (6.40) where the colons denote normal ordering. From Eq. which is the counterpart for the operators T(n, s) to the (6.33) there follow easily for the coherent-state matrix orthogonality rule (3.11) for the operators D($,s)
If we now apply the expansion (6.11) to the operator T(n, s), we find, using the trace relation (6.39), T(n, s) = T(P,t) Tr[T(n, s) T(P, -t)]~-id2P and, by expanding both sides in powers of $ and P and using the definition (5.6), we may express the s-ordered products as the integrals { (at) "a"}. = T(n, s) (n*) "n"m. -'d'n. (6.45) 1= (T,n) 
then by using the trace relation (6.40) we 6nd that
= g(a).
( 7 4) We may regard Eqs (7 1) a, m=0
f., (s)(n*)"n", n, m=0
( 7 6) where the coeKcients are given by Eq. (5.18), then by using Eq. (6.47) we may secure for the weight function f(n, -s) the power-series expansion f(n, s)= Tr[FT-(n, -s)j which is affected by the reciprocal relations (6.45) and (6.4/).
We shall refer to this correspondence as the correspondence C(s) or, when it is clear which value of the order parameter is meant, as the s-correspondence. illustrates the need for caution in departing far from the line Res= 0 since both operators T(n, s) and T(n, -s) appear explicitly. We note that the functions f(n, -s) (7 7) and g(n, s) are associated with the operators F and G by the correspondences C(s) and C( -s), respectively.
F= Z f-, -(1)(n')"~".
n, m=O (7.14)
The corresponding function f(n, 1) =-Tr[FT(n, -1)]
Only for s=0, symmetric order, do the two correspondences coincide.
The correspondence C(1) associated with normal ordering, s= 1, is particularly simple. As we have shown in Sec. IV, virtually every operator F possesses a convergent normally ordered power-series expansion where the weight function P(n) is given by' ' P(n) = w -' Tr[pT(n, 1)]. For the case of antinormal ordering, s= -1, the correspondence C( -1) associates with an operator F the function f(,1) = Tr[FT(,1)], (7.18) which is clearly not in general free of singularities. These singularities are intimately related to those which occur in the coeKcients of the antinormally ordered expansion f(n, -1)=& IFln) (7.16) Although the correspondence C(1) is well defined for an extremely broad class of operators, at s=1 the integral expansion (7.1),
The operator T(n, 0) appearing in these relations is finite, though not bounded; and, as we observed in Sec. VI, the function f(n, 0) is in L2 (i.e. , is square-integrable) when the operator P is bounded.
We recall, from Eqs. In terms of power-series expansions, the symmetric correspondence C(0) associates the operator F P f ( 1) nwa(gt-) a n, m=O
For only when the function f(n, 1) is infinitely differentiable at n=0 are the coefficients f, ( -1) finite, as is shown by Eq. (7.10). When, however, the function f(n, 1) is well behaved, then according to Eq. (6.29) the expansion (7.1) assumes the simple form with the function f(n, o)= 2 f--(o)(n*)"n, ", n, m=O (7.27) where, as we have seen in Secs. IV and U, the coefFicients f, (0) g(q', p')e "&"' ""&(2') 'dq'dp', (7.30) f(xy)= g(q', p')e "*"' ""'(2 ) 'dq'dp', (7.»)
where we have set 5= I. '", (7.3&) which is independent of n.
Let us now observe that by using the identity (3.6) and the definition (6.3) we may obtain the relation 
e "" '~~* f(a)s-'/f'e= P c E which holds for I y I (1.Thus by comparing Eqs. (83) and (84) we obtain the expression =s 'f(s 'X), &~ID(5) I~&=(~!i ')'/2t"-"~~'~"'1. '"-"'(I kl'). (85) 
